277 volt wiring diagram

Add the following snippet to your HTML:. Someone has been eating my cookies! Thankfully
Arduino is here to help find out who it is. Project tutorial by Dante Roumega. Hey everyone
today I want to show you how to make an Arduino-controlled lie detector to see when your
friends are lying to you :D or to measure the different responses that your bodies skingoes
through depending onthe situation you are in or the emotions you are feeling and the coolest
thing of all is that we can see all of theses things happen in real time in an Arduino graph. Our
skin is amazing! It provides a medium for us to experience the sense of touch, it keeps
infections out and keeps innards in but I bet you didn't know that our skin changes conductivity
depending on many different things one being our mood! It called Electrodermal activity EDA
and there's a really interesting Wikipedia page you can read here. The basics are that our skin
changes its conductivity depending on how we feel. We start by connect our Arduino to the
subject and then connect the Arduino to a computer with the graphing software I'll go over this
in detail later. We have to start by asking the subject some easy questions we know they will
answer truthfully like "what is your name" and "where do you live" to get a baseline and from
there we can start asking questions that they may lie about, if they do they would probably feel
nervous and then we can read the change in the base line that be established earlier if they lie
:D. We need, Aruino Nano, some leds, velcro, 2K resistors and some basic tools like cardboard,
foil, hot-glue, soldering iron and craft knife. That's all the wiring for the Arduino, now we need a
way to keep the sensor wires on our fingers we will cover this later. The main piece of software
we are going use is the newest version on the Arduino IDE. The new update brings a new way to
see the data being received from the Arduino, instead of being in text form from the serial
monitor, it can now be displayed in a real time graph which will help us identify when the data
changes its pattern when someone lies. To open the plotter open Arduino and navigate to the
tools menu and you should see it there just below serial monitor. Now the code for the micro
controller is at in the code section below. Now that the basic form of the project is done we can
start adding features to make it easier to use we will start by adding finger clips to keep a stable
connection between our fingers and the cables. Lets start by gluing a strip of tinfoil to the
bottom of a strip of velcro, do this for both pieces of velcro the hook and the loop. Now rap it
around your finger until it makes a tight fit check photos then tape the exposed wire from
analog pin 0 to the tin foil and repeat this step for the 5 volt pin make sure it makes a good
connection. The plan is to make a small compartment for the finger pads to fold away and to
have three holes for the leds to stick out. Its going to be made out of cardboard and to make it
we will need to cut the following shapes out:. The 15x5 rectangle is the base. The two 15x3
rectangles and two of the 5x3 rectangles get glued to the sides of the base. Now glue the third
5x3 rectangle to the base 6cm from the side close to the middle, check photos Now you should
have a rectangle thats divided into two sides, one with a length of 6cm and the other with a
length of 9cm. The side with a length of 6cm is where we are going to put the electronics and
the other side is where the finger pads go. Next cut 3 holes the size of leds on the 6x5 rectangle
and glue it down to the 6cm side as a lid. Last we need to tape the short side of the 9x5
rectangle to the far side of the 9cm side this acts as a lid that flips up and down to reveal the
finger pads. The last thing we need to do is put the electronics in the case start by gluing down
the arduino and all wires in the 6cm side and run the extended wires pin analog 0 and 5 volt to
the other side of of the rectangle 9cm side. Now glue the three leds to the holes we made on the
6x5cm rectangle and give it a test if all goes well you should have a small portable Arduino lie
detector but let me warn you this isnt the most accurate system in fact most real lie detectors
use a host of other sensors to determine if someone is lying such as a heart rate monitor and
others, what im saying is dont uses the result of this for serious questions. If you have any
questions please either send me a personal message or leave a comment and ill try my best to
get back to you. Please log in or sign up to comment. Halloween is near, so grab your Arduino,
make an EMF detector and play with it. Project showcase by Patel Darshil. An interactive robot
that anyone can make! Otto is very easy to 3D print and assemble, walks, dances, makes
sounds and avoids obstacles. Project tutorial by Camilo Parra Palacio. Project showcase by
justin Get the highest accuracy and efficiency when measuring altitude with BMP Pressure
Sensors by using a tilt sensor and a vibration motor. Project tutorial by Kutluhan Aktar. If the
temperature measured by DS18B20 is above the predefined threshold, it turns the fan on
automatically unless the piezodisk is pressed. Sign In. My dashboard Add project. Project
tutorial. Soldering iron generic Hot glue gun generic Soldering Wire. Arduino IDE. Arduino
Nano. Leds: Red, Orange, Green. Wiring diagram Download. Author Dante Roumega 15 projects
followers Follow. Respect project. Similar projects you might like. Food Detector Project tutorial
by crispylel 46, views 8 comments respects. Otto DIY build your own robot in one hour! Project
tutorial by Camilo Parra Palacio , views comments respects. Electromagnetic Field Detector Arduino Uno Project showcase by justin 26, views 11 comments 27 respects. Powered by. Keep

me signed in on this device. Or connect with your social account: Login with Arduino. Arduino
Nano R3. LED generic. Resistor 2K. Soldering iron generic. Hot glue gun generic. Soldering
Wire. In addition to its 0. The EPM is ideally suited for applications where uptime power
monitoring is required as well power and energy measurement including revenue accuracy and
harmonic distortion in panels, switchgear or in an enclosure for metering independent circuits.
The EPM T is under last-time buy. Through a built-in infra-red IrDA port , the meter can be
programmed through a lap top computer without a physical wire connection to the meter,
making programming or data download convenient and safe. When used with the EnerVista
suite of software, the meter can be remotely monitored. The EPM provides two independent
communication ports with advanced features. This insures proper meter safety when wiring
directly to high voltage systems. The unit will perform to specification on 69 Volt, Volt, Volt, Volt
and Volt power systems. IrDA port â€” Uniquely the unit has an optical IrDA port allowing the
unit to be set up and programmed using a remote laptop without needing a communication
cable. The second port is factory selectable to be either a RS port or an Ethernet port with
features as follows:. Launchpad allows configuration of devices in real-time by communicating
using RS, RS, Ethernet, or modem connections. Using Launchpad as the single interface to the
setup and analysis software makes it simple to enter setpoints, read metered values, monitor
status and evaluate power quality. Included in Launchpad is a document archiving and
management system that ensures critical documentation is up-to-date and available when
needed by automatically checking for and downloading new versions of manuals, applications
notes, specifications, and service bulletins. Viewpoint Monitoring is a simple-to-use,
full-featured monitoring and data recording software package for small systems. Viewpoint
Monitoring provides a complete HMI package that instantly puts critical real-time device data on
your PC through pre-configured graphical screens with the following functionality. Included in
EnerVista Integrator is:. EPM T is under last-time buy. The EPM is available in a transducer
configuration. This meter version comes without a display and has a DIN rail mount. EPM Power
Meter. Expanding existing switchgear or installing new metering capability can be challenging
due to space limitations, downtime and installation and equipment costs. GE's Multilin Meter
Enclosure is a pre-wired configured, economical solution for both retrofit expansions and small
scale meter installations that allows the expansion of existing switchgear capability without
expensive and time-consuming design. When ordered as a meter option the enclosure provides
a factory pre-wired, installation-ready metering solution that further drives energy cost savings,
by enabling the measurement of key energy usage information along multiple metering points
for new or existing systems. Ordering the enclosure is simple when selected as an option
during meter configuration, ensuring correct pre-wired meter-compatible delivery. Easy and
Rapid Installation Factory pre-wired, installation-ready GE metering solution eliminates wiring
and associated errors for rapid installation Extend metering capability with new systems and
existing switchgear without system installation downtime. Multilin Meter Enclosure. Buy EPM T.
Baud rates are from to Viewpoint Monitoring Viewpoint Monitoring is a simple-to-use,
full-featured monitoring and data recording software package for small systems. Method One CT pass through. Directly pass the CT through the meter without any physical termination on
the meter. This insures that the meter cannot be a point of failure on the CT circuit. This is
preferable to utility users when sharing relay class CTs. No Burden is added to the secondary
CT circuit. This also eliminates any possible point of failure at the meter. This method is also a
preferred technique for ensuring relay class CT integrity does not get compromised. No
terminal blocks are required and this stud based design ensures that CTs will not open under a
fault condition. Today, we are here with another comprehensive Copper and aluminum wire size
calculator. Now you can take the advantage of this calculator to do this job. Enter the values,
And click on calculate. Result will shows the required quantity. Good to Know:. If the wire size
is greater than all gauges i. It corresponds to 5. It is a unit for referring to the area of a wire with
a circular cross section. What minimum size of 3. Sir, I have plan to install 8. A 30m long twin
PVC installation cable carrying current from a switch bulb in a domestic installation to a 4kv
electric heater. Hello, I need cables and wire calculations for aluminium and copper, table for
diameters and Amp. Hi Everyone, Kindly give me guidance for the calculation of cable size. It is
recommended that follow these simple steps then Here and Here. What should be the cable size
for the following conditions. Distance : m 3. Laid in trunking, copper cable. Electric cable size
wise how much load can be take. I need chart minimum 4 numbers of cable size i. Laid in
trunking, copper and Aluminumcable. But i dont find voltage option in the cable size
calculatorâ€¦.? Hi How would I determine the size of the main cable to feed 12 houses from a
transformer to the main distribution box. Run is ft. Hi Kindly help me for selection of wire for my
new industry. Above calculator is very useful for single phase. If I run this air-condition on 50Hz
what will happen? Please, nobody answer on my questions if he is not qualifying and

professional in Electric because I have information but I need assistance from qualifying and
professional people kindly? Yes it can work.. But what is this AWG thing now? I am in South
Africa and I need the conductor size in mm for each wire, please help. If you may provide instant
D. Cable size calculator if given: 12;24;48 Voltage D. Sir, i have to install a machine of about
Amps.. Sir, I want to know kw star delta motor what type of cable size reqrequired copper or
aluminium. With gland size both. Thsnks D. China kumar Mega paper Kenya. I want to know how
to calculate for select cable size for 3phase and single phase? I want to know a formula. Due to
excess load we will replace this transformer with kva. Thank you for providing this, I was really
struggling with cable sizes and this has been an absolute life saver. What is the Aluminum cable
sizing for a kw three phase load volt , 0. I want the wire thickness and heat it may produce for
kva load at v. Lets take the current to be amp approx. Distance is less than 15 meter. What size
of cable for 25kva dg, distance meter, aluminium cable or copper cable, pleaseâ€¦.. Your email
address will not be published. Good to Know: If the wire size is greater than all gauges i.
Electrical Technology 95 2 minutes read. Show More. Related Articles. Electric Bill Calculator
with Examples. Step by Step Procedure with Solved Example. Hello, Sir I need cables and wire
calculations apps. Sir i have lode kw three phase witch size mm cable proper work. How to
calculate Electrical cable size â€¦ Please give me ideas. How to calculate mechanical
dimensions of Electric cable viz. Aerial bunched cables. Laid in trunking, copper cable
Appreciate if you could suggest a cable size? Thank You. Amp or,?? W Thanks. Laid in
trunking, copper and Aluminumcable Appreciate if you could suggest a cable size? Your
appliance is drawing 13Amps and you can use 20A breaker and 2. Is this the correct wire sizing
for this project. Thanks in Advance. I like your work guys, But what is this AWG thing now?
Dear sir Can you Please send me the furmula of 3phase and single phase for calculation of
cable. How can I use cable size for 3 Phase kW load? Please suggest Me? Appreciate advice re
cable cross section, type, etc. I need to install hp ,amp motor plz suggest me the proper size of
abc cable. Sir I can use cable for 7 DB box? And 1DB box 60amp. Distance 10 metar. For a
motor LRA amp volt three phase how many amps for safety box and the contactor. I want to
know if the LRA amp divide by 3 or mult by 3. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Check Also. Electrical Wiring Installation. Breaker Box Installation. Close
Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is made possible by displaying online advertisements
to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker. We depends on ad
revenue to keep creating quality content for you to learn and enjoy for free. Source Voltage V :.
Number of Phases:. Single-Phase Three-Phase. Current in Amp A :. One Way Distance feet :.
Allowable V D. Or Select V D. V in Volts. Wire Size. My List. Product Features. Instruction Sheet
English, French, Spanish. Dimensional Data. Wiring Diagram. Product
honda crv 2002
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Cleaning Instructions. Technical Information. Features and Benefits. How to Install a Three-Way
Switch. How to strip a wire. Leviton Decora Devices. Related Products. Where to Buy. Online
Distribution Retail. Main Menu. Leviton Statement. Automation - Smart Home. Motion Sensors.
Plugs and Connectors. Color Change Kits. Decora Smart Overview. Adapters and Extensions.
Wall Switch Motion Sensors. Connected Home. Voice, Data, Video Distribution. Power Supplies.
Voice, Data, TV Panels. TV Distribution. Full Size Panels. QuickPlate Wallplates. QuickPort
Wallplates. Single-Gang Wallplates. Access Control. Submetering Products. Electrical Wiring
Devices. Network Solutions. Building Automation. Taps and Adapters. Compact Type. Candle
Socket. Shell Lampholders. Network Solutions Home. Medical Grade Power Strips. Temporary
Power Boxes. Manual Motor Controllers. Surge Protective Modules. Portable Outlet Boxes.
Commercial Buildings. Strategic Alliances. Network Technology Alliances. Download Email.

